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This presentation will focus on two series of records contained in the Sampson
archive. Firstly I will describe the papers which relate to Sampson's most famous
book, Anatomy of Britain, and secondly I'll talk about the papers relating to his
autobiography, The Anatomist. Both series show the enormous variety of Sampson's
interests. They also contain fascinating details about well-known public figures, and
tell us something about the relationship between the press and public and private
institutions.

Journalistic experience

The formative years that Sampson spent living and working in South Africa, gave him
a valuable perspective when he returned to Britain in 1955. He was able to look at his
homeland with a new detachment and objectivity, and to question the values,
traditions and institutions that governed life in the 1950s. Over the next five years, he
formulated an idea for a wide-ranging book on the institutions that governed Britain.

By 1960 he had almost a decade of journalistic experience behind him:

 editor of Drum, 1951-55
 assistant to the editor of The Observer, David Astor, from 1955 onwards
 contributor to the Pendennis column in The Observer with 'Table Talk' –

Pendennis was the gossip column
 part of the press corps accompanying the new Prime Minister, Harold

Macmillan, on his tour of the Commonwealth in January 1958.

Opinion of Macmillan

Sampson was sent by The Observer to cover the Commonwealth tour. In a letter to the
editor, David Astor, written from India, he reports back frankly on Macmillani:

'I find him personally alarmingly vain and egotistic, with an insatiable appetite for
flattery of any kind (but I suppose all politicians are like that). He shows no sign of
trying to adapt himself to anyone or anything in his social behaviour, though his mind
is (as Asians agree) very flexible. I can understand why Lady Dorothy preferred Bob
Boothby', 19 Jan. 1958.

The last line was a reference to Macmillan's wife, Lady Dorothy, née Cavendish, who
had an affair from 1930, on and off until her death in 1966, with Robert Boothby,
Tory MP for East Aberdeenshire.

Anatomy of Britain

In 1960 he took a year's leave of absence from The Observer and secured a publishing
contract with Hodder & Stoughton, where his school-friend Robin Denniston was a



senior editor. He 'wrote directly to 200 top people' in government, the civil service,
the military, the law, finance and business, asking for interviews.

The archive contains his working papers for the original Anatomy of Britain and the
subsequent editions. These comprise research material in the form of booklets and
press-cuttings, correspondence with interviewees, notes of meetings and interviews,
correspondence with his publisher and his researchers, drafts of the work and reviews
in the form of press-cuttings.

Virtually all his requests for interviews were granted quickly and courteously, often
with personal handwritten letters. Very few of the 'top people' turned down his request
and those few that did were genuinely apologetic.

The correspondence file for Anatomy of Britain, 1960-62, reads like Who's Who. It
contains correspondence with:
the Prime Minister, Harold Macmillan;
the Foreign Secretary, Alec Douglas Home
the Lord Privy Seal, Edward Heath
the Shadow Chancellor, Harold Wilson
the Chief of Defence Staff, Louis Mountbatten
the Lord Chancellor, Lord Kilmuir
the Chairman of Lloyds Bank, Oliver Franks
the Chairman of Lever Brothers, Geoffrey Heyworth

Special relationship with the press

That such senior figures were all willing to be interviewed, indicates a level of trust in
the press and also a confidence in an unwritten code of honour, which would ensure
that nothing unpleasant appeared in print.

The archives reveal something of this relationship in David Astor's letter to
Macmillan, introducing Sampson as The Observer's representative on the
Commonwealth tour in 1958:

'It would naturally be of the greatest help to Sampson if he was able to speak to you
"off-the-record" occasionally during your hectic journeys. What I would like to
emphasise is that I can absolutely guarantee him as an entirely honourable and
discreet person...I much hope that, if you should treat him confidentially, you would
not only have no reason to regret it, but would find him well able to make good and
intelligent use of whatever you might wish to tell him'.

Many of the people interviewed for Anatomy of Britain, also agreed to be quoted in
the forthcoming book.

Vivid summaries of people

Sampson's own notes of meetings with people at the top of their field - judges,
bankers, politicians etc are fascinating. As a journalist he was used to jotting down his
impressions in a brief but very vivid way. His interview notes show his skill at



summing up a person and their work environment in a succinct yet almost
photographic way.

In notes that he wrote for his memoirs, he says that he learnt the style as a journalist
on The Observer, when he was contributing to the 'Pendennis' columnii:

'Pendennis...The serious columnists regarded the gossip-column as frivolous...I
thought there was an alternative between the scandalous gossip-columns of the
popular papers and the hagiography of stuffed-shirt papers; 'countless friends will
mourn...' It was a challenge to describe people and tell stories in two hundred words,
to be lively without being scandalous, to try to translate talk into print.'

Snapshot of Lord Kilmuir

A good example of his style of summing people up, can be seen in his notes of an
interview with the Lord Chancellor, Lord Kilmuir, in 1961iii:

'The Lord Chancellor's office is a high dignified place with a tapestry at one end and
huge gothic lamps hanging down. The Lord Chancellor lives "above the shop". Great
mounts of ironwork and stately lifts. Small tattered packet of de Maurier cigarettes.
Prints of old Lord High Chancellors along the corridors, and a deep red carpet.
Extraordinary number of flunkeys, including one dapper man in light grey and lots of
policemen. An old tattered purse, a big red case marked Lord Chancellor...
Kilmuir is a big bald man, with a trace of a Scots accent and a quiet and persuasive
way of talking – but quite nervous...Kilmuir has a secondrate brain – but works hard.'

Interview with Macmillan

There aren't any interview notes from his meeting with the Prime Minister, Macmillan,
but there is a typescript sheet of text which was approved by Macmillan, for use as
quotations. Sampson posed the question, 'How has the job of the Prime Minister
changed from before the war? Have quick communications and summits increased the
burden?' Macmillan's answers are very interesting. He refers to the global nature of
politics. The impact of flights and of improved telecommunicationsiv:

'Also this flying business. That has certainly made a difference. Nowadays there is no
particular difficulty about having a meeting almost anywhere in the world at the drop
of a hat. So you get pressures to have them.'

He was also prepared to go on record bemoaning his workload:

'the business of Parliament has changed enormously. When I was a young man it used
to adjourn from August to February. People really had time to think...The fact is that
you can't be Prime Minister nowadays unless you are prepared to stay up late. A great
deal of the hard work doesn't begin until the evening, when the boxes start coming in.
Much of the time you can't get out at night except for official occasions. I don't mind
myself, but some people wouldn't like it.'

Sampson's working methods



Sampson has left us with an insight into his style of interviewing, In his published
autobiography, The Anatomist, he writes, 'I developed my own method. I preferred to
talk off the record, in a relaxed style without confrontation, to encourage people to
talk candidly. I took a few notes discreetly, sometimes scribbling on an envelope, or
taking paper from the desk. If my subject became too pompous and cautious I looked
bored and sometimes made to leave. He might suddenly become indiscreet as he
showed me out to the lift'.

The archives contains a very personal description of Sampson's working methods by
his publisher and school-friend, Robin Denniston:

'He lives in a comfortable but terribly untidy flat in Kensington, surrounded with
drink bottles, cigarette ends, papers, books, glasses, records and a fairly constant
stream of visitors. In the middle of this he seems to be extraordinarily disorganised,
but this is only a superficial impression. He uses the floor for his filing system, but in
fact, he knows exactly what he wants, where everything is, and he works with a
single-minded eye on the final result....'

The final result was Anatomy of Britain, published in 1962, and described by
Sampson on the original dust-jacket as, 'a book about the workings of Britain – who
runs it and how, how they got there, and how they are changing.'

Best-seller

Having written it at speed, Sampson suddenly feared that the book would be a flop or
would be pilloried by hostile critics. In his memoirs he recalls, 'In my mind I wrote
imaginary hostile reviews from contemptuous critics'. He was so nervous about the
reaction to it that immediately before publication he fled to South Africa, avoiding
any interviews or television appearances. His fears were unfounded - the book was an
immediate best-seller and Sampson went on to write another five updated versions
between 1965 and 2004.

His publisher, Robin Denniston, described a shift in attitude when Sampson was
working on the second version, Anatomy of Britain Today (1965):

'The people who seemed so remote and difficult to get at, so Olympian in their
greatness when we did the first book are now a great deal more accessible and indeed
eager to co-operate. this applies from the Prime Minister downwards. When Anthony
saw him last week he had already noticed and read the Daily Mail piece about him
and commented on it.'

I think that this reflects the success of the first Anatomy which was so talked about,
that everyone who was anyone, wanted to be listed in the index.

Changing times

The archive material reflects some of the changes in society between the publication
of the first Anatomy of Britain in1962 and the last version in 2004. Not only is there a
change in the physical forms of communication, from handwritten letters to print-outs
of emails, but there is also a change in the relationship with the press, from an easy



confidence to a guarded reluctance. When Sampson was preparing the sixth version,
Who Runs This Place?, in 2003, his request for an interview with the Prime Minister,
elicited this reply from the Direct Communications Unit, 'I regret that the many calls
on Mr Blair's time will make it impossible for him to see you personally.' Similarly
his request for an interview with the Rector of Imperial College London, Richard
Sykes, was met with an offer for him to meet the Director of Communications in 6
weeks time, to discuss his request. Sampson's answer was acerbic, 'over the last forty
years of interviewing British public figures for my books, including prime ministers
and corporate chairmen, this is the first time that I have been asked to have a
preliminary interview with someone else to discuss my request. Since I am myself
quite busy with interviews and research I must regretfully turn down Dr. Towler's
offer.' These documents certainly point to a change in the relationship between the
media and establishment figures. A new distrust of the press is evident, as well as a
heightened concern to manage every utterance.

Edward Heath

When Sampson turned to writing his memoirs towards the end of his life, he was able
to draw on an incredible variety of experiences. He had interviewed Edward Heath for
the Anatomy of Britain in 1961, when Heath was the Lord Privy Seal in Macmillan's
cabinet. In 1979 they met again when Heath was a commissioner on the Brandt
commission and Sampson was the editorial advisor to the commission, which was set
up to investigate the inequality between the developing countries in the South and the
industrialised nations of the North. Later in life they both lived in Wiltshire, and saw
each other socially.

There are some interesting references to Edward Heath in the draft material for
Sampson's autobiography, The Anatomist, which weren't included in the published
version. These papers tie in with Edward Heath's archive recently acquired by the
Bodleian library. The Heath papers won't be available to researchers for some time, as
they require extensive cataloguing work. Sampson summarises Heath's career and
also reveals a more personal side to the politicianv:

'Of the prime ministers over fifty years it was not Thatcher, I believe, who most
decisively changed the course of British history, but Ted Heath. He was the most
disliked and mocked by the media, and many Tory politicians consigned him to the
dustbin of politics, as the leader who had failed where Thatcher had succeeded. But it
was Heath who had transformed the Tories into a businesslike meritocratic party after
the aristocratic nostalgia of Macmillan, while maintaining a continuity of 'one nation'
conservatism. And Heath succeeded, where Macmillan and Wilson had failed, in
taking Britain into the European Community – which may prove to be the biggest
change in Britain's position since the second world war...I had some insights into
Heath's political attitudes when I worked with him on the Brandt Report, and more
frequently in his later years when he was living in Salisbury, not far from our own
house, when I saw a more private man. He was more relaxed in the country, and very
hospitable on his home ground. When we first invited him to dinner I felt like Don
Giovanni inviting the statue, but he arrived in a huge white sailing-sweater labelled
'Morning Cloud' and seemed quite at ease. When Sally provoked him he came alive
with argument, and enjoyed being contradicted: 'it's a free country'. His sociability



was limited by his gruff style and lack of small-talk: he could still ignore a woman
sitting next to him for the whole meal...'

Sampson helped Heath to write his memoirs and describes gaining a greater insight
into the man, in the process:

'I understood him better when I helped him to finish his memoirs...his resentment
went much deeper than Thatcher: he never forgot how he led the Tory party to victory
in 1970, when nearly all his colleagues thought they would lose; and how the Tory
right-wing turned against him when he failed to deliver the tax-cuts they wanted.
When I tried to stimulate him with questions he revealed some of his resentments
about Lord Carrington's disloyalty, Keith Joseph's deviousness, Mrs Thatcher's
American backers. He was more discreet in print, when he finally published his
memoirs'

There is also an interesting description of Heath's 85th birthday party:

'he hired a river-boat to cruise from Westminster Pier with two hundred dinner guests
including many Tory ex-ministers: but at his own table he sat opposite Roy Jenkins
and next to Lady Wilson, the widow of his old opponent in the sixties who was now a
close friend. Heath, looking like Bacchus, lamented without too much grief the
marginalisation of his old party: when I asked him why he did not endorse Kenneth
Clarke as Conservative leader he looked up to the heavens – his favourite despairing
gesture: 'surely you know enough about politics Anthony, to know that it would be
counter-productive'.

Conclusion

Anthony Sampson's papers are a fantastic resource, full of vivid insights, intelligent
writing and first-hand experiences. They reflect his wide-ranging interests and his full
and varied career. From his life-long interest in South Africa and the anti-apartheid
movement; his journalism on the Observer and his contributions to many other papers;
his investigative journalism which produced books on the oil industry, the arms trade,
the world of finance, and corporate America; his biographies of Macmillan and
Mandela; his foray into politics through his involvement in the founding of the SDP;
and even his interest in gypsy culture through his research into the life and work of his
grandfather, John Sampson, The Scholar Gypsy.

I'd encourage anyone with an interest in late 20th century British politics; the workings
of power through public institutions, private business and government; the politics of
South Africa both under the apartheid regime and after its overthrow; and
contemporary journalism and the history of journalism, to delve into the archive of
Anthony Sampson which will be available in the Special Collections Reading Room
from May 2011.

i Papers relating to The Anatomist (2008): research material relating to his employment at The Observer:
fol. 7 letter to David Astor, 19 Jan. 1958



ii Papers relating to The Anatomist (2008): early drafts of chapters 2-3: fol. 31 description of the
Pendennis column
iii Papers relating to Anatomy of Britain (1962): fols. 99-100 interview notes with Lord Kilmuir
iv Papers relating to Anatomy of Britain (1962): fol. 146 Macmillan’s answers to interview questions
v Papers relating to The Anatomist (2008): complete draft with related correspondence, [2004]: chapter
entitled, ‘Press Power’


